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Abstract
Nano-structured thermoelectric (TE) materials and devices have developed tremendous interest
for thermal management and harvesting waste heat energy. There is an increasing interest to
synthesize flexible TE materials and devices with low cost and high efficiency, for emerging
applications such as wearable TE power generators, health sensors, and powering small mobile
wireless devices.
Fabrication of large-area TE materials has been a big challenge, which has been dealt with by the
design of polymer-inorganic hybrid materials that can be applied by different schemes to
conformably cover any surface. To date very few successful hybrid materials have been
developed, which is limited due to the quality of the starting commercial TE powder. The major
challenge has been the formulation of the TE hybrid materials with good dispersion and viscosity
characteristics.
Here, we report a microwave (MW) assisted synthesis method for TE nanoparticles based on the
Bi2-xSbxTe3 system with different stoichiometry (x) which was then utilized to fabricate flexible
TE films by doctor blading process. The most important feature of MW technique is the fast
processing to synthesize desired n-type and p-type TE nanomaterials by using developed
microwave-assisted thermolysis route. These TE nanoparticles were then surface modified with
N-methyl-2-pyrrolidone and dispersed in polyvinylidene fluoride before casting into hybrid TE
films on solid or flexible substrates. This concept has been referred to as “TE paint”. The
fabricated n-type and p-type TE films with pre-determined aspect ratios were evaluated for their
transport properties as a function of process parameters. Transport evaluation exhibited n-type to
p-type transition at x=1.5, by enhancing concentration of antimony. The highest Seebeck
coefficient values of 157.04 µV/K for p-type and -46.12 µV/K for n-type TE thin films were
obtained at 306K. Power factor approached to 1.284×10-3 µW/mK2 for n-type film, and
2.974×10-2 µW/mK2 for p-type films. These flexible hybrid materials may have tremendous
potential for flexible TE devices.
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Sammanfattning
Nanostrukturerade termoelektriska (TE) material och enheter har utvecklat ett stort intresse för
termisk hantering och skörd av spillvärmeenergi. Det finns ett ökande intresse att syntetisera
flexibla TE-material och enheter med låg kostnad och hög effektivitet för nya applikationer som
bärbara TE-kraftgeneratorer, hälsosensorer och divande små moila trådlösa enheter. Tillverkning
av TE-material med stort område har varit en stor utmaning, som har hanterats genom
utformningen av polymer-oorganiska hybridmaterial som kan appliceras med olika scheman för
att konformt täcka alla ytor. Hittills har mycket få framgångsrika hybridmaterial utvecklats,
vilket är begränsat på grund av kvaliteten på det kommersiella TE-pulvret.

Den största

utmaningen har varit formuleringen av TE-hybridmaterial med goda dispersions och
viskositetsegenskaper. Här rappoterar vi en mikrovågsugn (MW) stödd syntesmetod för TEnanopartiklar baserat på Bi2-xSbxTe3 system med olika stökiometri (x), som sedan användes för
att tillverka flexibla TE-filmer genom läkarbladprocess. Den viktigaste funktionen i MW
tekniken är snabb bearbetning för att syntetisera önskad nanomaterial av n-typ och p-typ genom
att använda utvecklad mikrovågsassiterad termolysväg. Dessa TE-nanopartiklar ytmodifierades
sedan med N-metyl-2-pyrrolidon och dispergerades i polyvinylidenfluorid före gjutning i hybrid
TE-filmer på fasta eller flexibla underlag. Det här konceptet har kallas " TE paint". De
tillverkade TE-filmer av n-typ och p-typ med förutbestänmda aspektförhållanden utvärderades
för sina transportegenskaper som en funktion av processparametrar. Transportutvärdering visade
övergång av n-typ till p-typ vid x=1,5, genom att öka koncentrationen av antimon. De högsta
Seebeck-koefficientvärdena av 157,04 µV/K för p-typ och - 46,12 µV/K för n-typ TE-tunna
filmer erhölls vid 306 K. Kraftfaktorn närmade sig 1,284 × 10-3 µW/mK2 för film av n-typ och
2,974× 10-2 µW/mK2 för film av p-typ. Dessa flexibla hybridmaterial kan ha en enorm potential
för flexibla TE-enheter.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Background
Among the some of the biggest challenges in this era of technology are the issues related to that
of environment and energy. Great efforts are made to discover new environment friendly energy
sources and energy optimization for our societies. It has been estimated that in fossil fuel
combustion, only 34% of energy is effectively consumed by humans [1], while 66 % is lost to
the environment as waste heat in various systems, including automotive exhaust, residential
heating, industrial processes, and the solar system [2]. If this enormous amount of energy is
utilized, it can reduce fossil fuel consumption and greenhouse effects, as a result, global warming
effects may decrease [3]. Therefore, technology for recovering the waste heat is one of the best
energy saving methods in making an efficient usage of fuels. In order to achieve this goal, the
use of thermoelectric (TE) materials and devices is one of the most emerging technologies for
sustainable energy sources, as illustrated in figure 1.1. TE device is a solid state device which
can interconvert heat and electricity directly, based on phenomena of Seebeck and Peltier effects.

Fig.1.1. Thermoelectric device offers a way to recapture waste heat from different primary energy sources [2].
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The bottleneck of this technology is to develop good performing TE materials on a large scale
for industrial applications. One of the key issues is to adopt a suitable synthesis route with high
yield, reproducibility and low consumption of energy. In order to tackle such issues, many
researchers have drawn their attention in synthesizing TE materials and fabricating TE devices
with several synthesis routes. Currently, the major focus is to improve TE materials properties
and performance of TE devices.

1.2 Thermoelectricity
A TE device can convert waste heat into electricity based on phenomenon called as Seebeck
effect or thermoelectric effect. This phenomenon was discovered by Thomas Johann Seebeck in
1821, and has been used widely in energy conversion applications [1]. Seebeck effect can be
simply schematized by figure 1.2(a). When a temperature gradient (ΔT) is applied to a TE
couple, the charge carriers in the material (electrons for n-type or holes for p-type) diffuse from
hot end to cold end and produce Seebeck potential (ΔV) [4]. As a result, current flows through
the circuit. The differential value ΔV/ΔT is defined as Seebeck coefficient (S or α) and is basis of
TE power generation. Conversely, when a voltage is applied to a TE couple, it creates a
temperature difference [5]. This effect is known as Peltier effect, discovered by Jeans Charles
Athanase Peltier in 1834. When current flows through the circuit, heat is absorbed at upper end
and is rejected at lower end, resulting a thermoelectric cooling as illustrated in figure 1.2(b).

Fig.1.2: Schematic illustrations of a TE module for (a) Seebeck effect (power generation) and (b) Peltier effect
(active cooling) [5].

A single TE leg (n-type or p-type TE leg) generates very low Seebeck potential (µV to mV).
Therefore, to achieve high output power and voltage, TE generators (TEG) comprise on dozens
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or hundreds of TE couples. TE devices have several advantages, including having no moving
parts, no noise, easy (or no) maintenance, no moving fluids, scalable and being highly reliable
[1,5]. Therefore, TEG technology has drawn great worldwide interest in many fields, such as
high temperature heat-waste recovery and solar heat utilization (power generation mode),
portable

picnic

coolers,

temperature-controlled

seats

and

thermal

management

in

microprocessors (active cooling) [6]. The efficiency of a TE device strongly depends on the
dimensionless figure of merit (ZT) of its constituent leg materials, defined as:
𝑍𝑇 =

𝑆 2 𝜎𝑇
𝑘

Where S is the Seebeck coefficient, 𝜎 is the electrical conductivity, T is the absolute temperature
and 𝑘 is the thermal conductivity [6]. For high-performance TE materials, a large Seebeck
coefficient, high electrical conductivity, and low thermal conductivity are essential. To design
such materials is quite challenging because 𝑆, 𝜎 and 𝑘 are interdependent. For instance, carrier
concentration enhancement will increase electrical conductivity and thermal conductivity but
deteriorate Seebeck coefficient [1]. To decouple phonon-electron effects, nanostructure materials
play a vital role to control 𝑆 and 𝑘 somewhat independently and increases 𝑆 through quantum
confinement strategies. The numerous interfaces cause phonon scattering more effectively than
electron scattering and help to scatter preferentially those phonons which participate most
strongly in the thermal conductivity [7].

1.3 Thermoelectric Materials
Based on working temperature, TE materials can be categorized into three ranges: low
temperature (< 400K) Bi2Te3 -based materials, middle temperature (600K – 900K) Pb-Te-based
materials, and high temperature (>900K) Si-Ge-based materials [5]. Historically, the
development of TE materials based on ZT values is divided into three generations, namely: first
generation with ZT~1.0 and power conversion efficiency of device is about 4%–5%. The second
generation caused by size effect with ZT about 1.7 and power conversion efficiency is being
claimed 11% – 15% due to introduction of nanostructures. The third generation is under
development recently and is based on bulk TE. New ideas and technologies have pushed ZT
values ≥1.8 and predicted power conversion efficiency of device may enhance from 15–20% [8].
Figure 1.3 illustrates the ZT values with respect to temperature of different TE materials.
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(a)

(b)

Fig.1.3 ZT as a function of Temperature (K) (a) n-type TE materials and (b) p-type TE materials [9]

In TE materials, Bi2Te3 is of special interest. It is one of the major industrial TE materials
depicting the highest ZT values between 1.1-1.2 in bulk form at room temperature [10]. Most
recently, compounds based on bismuth telluride are the most studied TE materials at low
temperature range of 400 K. These compound TE materials exhibit good thermal stability and
high figure of merit such as for n-type TE materials, ZT at 340 K is 1.15 and for p-type TE
materials, ZT is 1.86 at 320 K [11].

1.4 Flexible Thermoelectric Materials and Devices
The most widely used inorganic TE materials such as Bi2Te3 and Sb2Te3 deliver the best TE
efficiencies. The energy conversion devices based on TE materials have potential applications
for generating electricity in remote locations, and low powered electronic devices; however,
these TE materials are costly to manufacture and based on toxic and rare elements [12]. Besides,
all personal electronic TE devices rely on battery, with its limitations on lifetime and periodic
recharging. In particular, in these applications, weight and cost of TE devices have become as
important as efficiency. All these issues have stimulated an emerging interest to develop flexible
TE materials and devices that can be deposited from solution onto a flexible substrate [1].
The most common approaches used for flexible TE are organic, inorganic, and hybrid TE
materials. It is also investigated that conducting polymers such as poly-pyrrole (PPY) [10,11],
polyaniline

(PANI)

[15],

poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene):

poly(styrene-sulfonate)

(PEDOT:PSS) [13,14] exhibit relatively good TE properties. However, inorganic/polymer hybrid
materials appear to achieve high TE performance due to high electrical conductivity and Seebeck
coefficient of inorganic elements, integrated with low thermal conductivity of polymers [18].
8

Finally, inorganic TE materials can be deposited on flexible polymer substrate to fabricate
flexible TE thin legs. Nevertheless, thermal stability of polymer is an inherent limitation.
Therefore, to develop fully inorganic, high temperature-stable materials for flexible TE is an
outstanding issue to deal with.
1.4.1 Inorganic Nanostructure/ Conducting Polymer TE- Nanocomposites

To fabricate high performance TE materials, the preparation of inorganic nanostructure fillers in
conducting polymer matrix is considered as an effective route. The properties of inorganic
nanostructure materials (high 𝜎 and S) and conducting polymer (tunable high 𝜎 with dopant and
low 𝑘) has drawn great attention to prepare inorganic nanostructure conducting polymer TE
composites. Consequently, striking experimental results have been reported by using Bi-Te [18],
Te-nanorods [19], and Sn-Se based alloys [20] as inorganic materials, graphene [21] or carbon
nanotubes [22] as fillers, and conducting polymer as matrix. Although the TE performance of
inorganic nanostructure conducting polymer has considerably improved, yet there are many
factors need to be optimized to enhance ZT values of polymer based nanocomposites. These
factors include (1) Fermi levels of both conducting polymer and inorganic nanostructures should
match to reduce the energy barrier for carriers movement between organic and inorganic phases;
(2) the morphology of inorganic nanostructures such as nano-sheets, nano-wires, and nanorods
need to be chosen; (3) new TE materials and preparation method should be adopted [1].
1.4.2 Inorganic Flexible TE Thin Films

The inherent rigidity of inorganic materials obstructs their use for flexible TE devices. To
resolve this issue by preparing thin film of inorganic TE materials, integrating with nanostructure
tailoring for flexibility is an emerging topic for flexible TE generators. The most obvious
methods for preparation of TE thin film on flexible substrate include co-evaporation [23], and
sputtering deposition techniques [24]. However, the high temperature during the process is
inherent limit of flexible substrate such as polyimide (e.g. Kapton) which cannot be used above
200°C. On contrary, spin coating [25] or screen printing [26][27] directly deposit thin film from
solution or powder onto flexible substrate and also eliminate the need of high temperature for
deposition or annealing. For instance, Tony Varghese et al. synthesized bismuth telluride based
nano-crystal ink with microwave stimulated wet chemical method and TE thin film were screen
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printed onto a flexible polyimide substrate followed by cold compaction and sintering as
illustrated in the figure 1.4. The thin film of n-type TE material depicted ZT of 0.43 with
superior flexibility [26].

Fig.1.4 Schematic illustration of flexible TE film fabrication process including nano ink processing and screen
printing on polyimide substrate and sintered flexible thin films [26]

Besides, Yang et al. carried out spin coating of γ-Ag2Te solution on polyethersulfone substrate to
fabricate flexible thin film of γ-Ag2Te with 1330 µV/k Seebeck coefficient at 305 K of as
prepared thin film and electrical conductivity 3.7×10-4 S/cm [25]. The limited tolerance
temperature of flexible substrate has significant effects on TE properties of inorganic thin films.
Consequently, as-deposited thin films exhibit much lower TE performance than bulk TE
materials [28].

1.4.3 Flexible TE Generator

Bi-Te based materials and their alloys are considered as the most active materials owning the
higher Seebeck coefficient and electrical conductivity. The potential new market for selfpowered wearable mobile electronics has built the great interest for TE materials to be utilized
for the fabrication of flexible TE generators (TEGs). To enhance the output power and voltage of
device, the deposition of both n-type and p-type TE materials onto a polymer substrate is the
most effective method to fabricate flexible TEGs. For example, Sb2Te3 (p-type) and Bi2Te3 (ntype) thin films deposition on Kapton HN polyimide foil (active area = 70 mm× 30 mm) by RF-
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magnetron co-sputtering process were reported to fabricate flexible TEGs as shown in the figure
1.5.
(a)

(b)
b)

Fig.1.5 (a) Flexible micro TEG on Kapton HN (b) Schematic of flexible TEG [29]

100 thermocouples were paired and 380 kΩ internal resistance, 430 mV open circuit voltage, and
32 nW maximum power output of device were calculated [29]. It is claimed that device structure
and ZT of material used considerably affect the voltage and output power of the flexible devices.
For instance, Hyland et al. reported the fabrication of 25 pairs of p-type and n-type bismuth
telluride based flexible TEG to investigate the effect on output power of device by heat spreader
materials and sandwich device structure. TEG applications were examined on different locations
of human body such as upper arm, chest, and wrist. The highest output power (~ 20 µW/cm2) of
TEG was identified when applied on upper arm with 1.4 m/s air speed [30]. Most recently, ntype and p-type bismuth telluride based alloy legs with 1.0 mm× 2.5 mm dimension on patterned
Cu thin film with a proprietary polymer as an empty space filler in the TEG is reported by Kim
et al. [31] (shown in fig.1.6) to fabricate flexible TEG. The power density of 2.28 µW/cm2 is
reported.
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Fig.1.6 (a) Schematic drawing of TEG structure and (b) Actual fabricated flexible TEG device [31]

1.5 Objective of Thesis
The main purpose of this work is to utilize the microwave assisted synthesized n-type and p-type
TE materials to fabricate TE films completely through solution processing and evaluate their
performance.
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Chapter 2

Materials and Methods

This chapter “Materials and Methods" is divided into two sections. The first section describes
the synthesis method of TE nanomaterials and the process to fabricate TE thin films by using
synthesized NPs, and the second section elaborates the instruments used to investigate the
different properties of TE NPs and TE thin films.

2.1 Synthesis Methods
TE materials can be synthesized by a range of methods, which can be categorized into one of two
paradigms, top-down or bottom-up. In top-down process, materials are fabricated by sculpting or
etching to carve structures from a bulk form of materials [32]. Techniques like ball milling [33],
melt spinning [34], chemical etching [35], and mechanical alloying are considered as top-down
processes. In bottom up process, one or two subcomponents react with each other to assemble
the building blocks of material, such as electrochemical deposition methods, solvothermal
chemical synthesis, chemical vapor deposition (CVD), and physical vapor deposition (PVD) are
bottom up techniques [32]. The key issues for a synthesis process are to deal with high yield,
reproducibility and low energy consumption. The chemical synthesis processes relatively have
less impact on environment and take less energy and time [36]. In this thesis work, we have
adopted bottom up techniques using microwave assisted synthesis of nanoparticles, and
microwave-processed ink for TE paint, and doctor blade process to fabricate thin films. The
details of all processes with experimental procedures are elaborated here.
2.1.1 Microwave Assisted Synthesis Method

There are several methods to synthesize TE nanoparticles with different morphologies such as
chemical vapour deposition method, hydrothermal process, sol-gel technique, and microwave
assisted synthesis methods. Among these processes, microwave assisted synthesis technique is
an emerging efficient heating method which presents interesting advantages when compared to
all conventional methods. Microwave (MW) method is a simple, and energy efficient method
with short processing duration and higher yield of products and highly reproducible. MW is a
solvothermal synthesis process to form different morphologies of TE nanomaterials and it
renders quick homogeneous heating to reaction media [32, 33].
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2.1.2 Thin Films via Doctor Blading

To fabricate low cost thin films of TE materials, different printing techniques have drawn great
interest, such as, ink-jet printing [39], screen printing [26], and doctor blading. The large area
deposition, minimum need of equipment, no vacuum system, high material utilization and high
through put are the main benefits of these techniques. Screen printing, however, is complicated
due to several parameters requirements such as viscosity of paste or ink, distance between
substrate and screen, screen mesh size, pressure and speed of squeegee [40]. Ink-jet printing also
have issues like nanoparticles dispersion stability, ink viscosity and surface tension [39]. On the
other hand, the doctor blading process is considered as low cost, simple and fast method of
depositing TE thin film on different substrates. The main advantage of doctor blading is the low
consumption of materials as compare to ink-jet and screen printing techniques [40]. We have
explored the idea of fabricating TE homogeneous thin films, both n-type and p-type NPs
compositions on glass substrates through doctor blading process.
2.1.3 Experimental Procedure of MW Assisted Synthesis of NPs

The synthesis of TE nanoparticles was performed by Flexi wave microwave oven at KTH Nanochemistry Lab. 100 mL capacity Teflon containers and 1800 W power can be used during the
MW process. The flow chart of MW synthesis is elaborated in the figure 2.1.

Fig. 2.1 Flow chart of MW synthesis

All the chemicals used in the NPs synthesis obtained from Sigma Aldrich.Te-powder,
tributylphosphine (TBP), BiCl3, SbCl3, ethylene glycol (EG), and thioglycolic acid (TGA) were
above 98% grade. All the elements were precisely measured. For the 4g yield, the process
14

initiated by weighing 2.44 g Te-powder and adding 12 mL TBP via a syringe. The solution was
further sonicated for 15 minutes to break the powder aggregates and make it dissolve in TBP. It
was then transferred into MW vials for heating with magnetic bar for stirring, shown in figure
2.2 (a). To obtain a homogenous mixture, MW heating was maintained at 220°C for 1.5 min. The
resulting greenish-yellow solution of Te-TBP complex was obtained.

(a)

(b)

Fig 2.2 (a) Microwave at KTH Nano-chemistry Lab and (b) TE nanopowder

On the other side, 2.91g SbCl3 was dissolved in 40 mL EG. After 5 min sonication, pnictogen
chloride solution was obtained. Then 2 mL TGA was added in pnictogen chloride solution and
on further sonication of 3 min, thioligated pnictogen solution was achieved. This solution was
mixed up with Te-TBP solution and was put in MW for heating at 220°C for 2 min. The dark
gray solution was the resultant after MW heating. The mixture was washed with isopropanol and
then centrifuged at 8000 rpm for 3 min. In this way, the TE- powder sediment from the
isopropanol. The process was repeated thrice, once with acetone and two times with isopropanol.
After centrifuge, the supernatant was removed. The remaining texture was dried at 60°C
overnight to get TE-powder. The obtained TE nanopowder can be observed in figure 2.2 (b).The
nano-powder (n-type and p-type) prepared in this way was further utilized to fabricate TE thin
films.
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2.1.4 Fabrication of TE Films from MW Processed Ink

To fabricate TE films from n-type and p-type TE nanoparticles, the process was performed in
multiple batches to determine the optimal parameters of reproducible fabricating process. A
schematic path of the process is shown in the figure 2.3.The TE thin film fabrication method was
altered from previous reported literature [10]. All the precursor elements were precisely
weighted and calculated. The measurements were performed in fume hood for safety purposes.

Fig.2.3: Schematic diagram to fabricate TE ink

The process was started by weighing 0.65g Bi2Te3 nanopowder. This powder was put into a MW
vial with temperature sensor. 2 mL of a surface modifier N-methyl-2-pyrrolidone (NMP) was
transferred by using a dropping pipette. Then 30 mL of isopropyl alcohol (IPA) solvent was
added. To perform magnetic stirring, a magnetic bar was placed in vial. The solution was mixed
by magnetic stirring for short interval of time (~5 min). The solution was then kept in MW for
heating under reflux conditions to ensure that no evaporation of solvent. It was heated at 100°C
for 60 min. On heating NMP stick with Bi2Te3 nanoparticles. Then after 30 min cooling, vial was
taken out from MW and resulting black solution was transferred into a beaker as shown in the
figure 2.4 (a). The solution was then placed on a heater at 100°C in order to fully remove the IPA
solvent (boiling point 82°C). However, NMP would remain in solution due to its boiling point
over 200°C. After the completion of heating process, we let it cool. Now power sonication was
performed for 20 min to break agglomerates. 1.25 g poly ethylene glycol (PEG, Mw = 600 g/mol)
16

was then added to the mixture. The mixing was done first with magnetic stirring for 10 min and
then ultra-sonication for 15 min to ensure homogeneity of solution. 3 mL solution was pipetted
into centrifuge tube, and was placed in a centrifuge at 10-000 rpm for 5 min. After centrifuge
process, the resulting material in the centrifuge tube was clearly settled from the solvent, as can
be observed in figure 2.3(b), and the supernatant could be easily pipetted off.

(a)

(b)

Fig.2.3 (a) Solution after microwave heating and (b) Wax texture after centrifuge

The remaining wet and non-cohesive texture was easily deposited onto a glass substrate. The
material was distributed evenly across the glass substrate in predetermined aspect ratios
(l=3.5cm, w=1.5cm, A=5.25cm2) that allow examination of length/width dependence. The
deposition was done with a fine brush to obtain uniform thickness and even surface films. It was
the dried at 100°C under high vacuum pressure, for 60 min in oven. The resulting film had
cracks on it. In order to overcome the cracking effects on film, the whole process was repeated
with some modification of certain parameters in the second batch. TE ink was fabricated with
certain variations like MW temperature 120°C, stirring of 45 min and annealing duration for 4 h.
However, the fabricated film could not be dried after 4 h annealing. Consequently, in the last
batch, PEG (Mw = 1500 Da) was used instead PEG (Mw = 600 Da). TE film dried after 2 h
annealing, but it did not exhibit conductivity. We then conjectured a simple and fast alternative
method to fabricate TE thin films by using an alternative polymer.
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2.1.5 Experimental Procedure of Dr. Blading to Fabricate TE Thin Films

TE-nanopowder of n-type Bi2Te3 and p-type Bi0.5Sb1.5Te3 with polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF)
was used to fabricate thin films by doctor blade method. Though the thermal expansion of both
compositions is different, yet it is irrelevant for thin films. These two compositions exhibit
higher performance than others, which is mostly required for device fabrication based on n-type
and p-type thin films, therefore, we have chosen these two compositions in our experiment. The
process started by dissolving PVDF in NMP in a mortar. The NMP was transferred drop by drop
in a mortar. Then nanopowder was added to grind with the texture of NMP and PVDF. The black
viscous ink/paint was obtained in this way. Several glass substrates of active areas (10×5 mm2)
and (1.5×5 cm2) were prepared by using Kapton tape of 65µm thickness. Films were printed on
glass substrates by doctor blading using glass applicator. These films were further annealed at
100°C overnight under vacuum to remove any solvent present. However, cooling was done
slowly in order to avoid thermal shocks on films. The substrates and fabricated TE thin films are
shown in the figure 2.4.

Fig.2.4 Substrate and fabricated TE thin films

The process was repeated several times with the variation of NPs percentage and PVDF to obtain
reproducible and optimum ratio of the materials for homogenous and enhanced electrical
conductivity of TE thin films. The 85% NPs (both n-type and p-type), 15% PVDF, and 0.55 mL
NMP ratios were observed as optimum ratio for thin films with annealing at 100°C overnight
under vacuum. These prepared films were further used for different characterizations.
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2.2 Characterization Techniques
In this section experimental techniques used in this thesis work are explained in detail. The main
techniques used are x-ray diffraction (XRD), two-point probe, scanning electron microscope
(SEM), and Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FT-IR).

2.2.1 X-ray Diffraction (XRD)

XRD is a powerful and non-destructive technique to determine the crystal structure of crystalline
materials. XRD provides the information about lattice parameters, size of crystallites, degree of
crystallinity, and phases present in the material. When X-rays is incident on the specimen, the
diffraction phenomenon could be observed. According to Bragg's law, 2dsinθ=n λ, where λ is
wavelength of X-rays, θ is the angle between plan of the angle and source of the X-rays, d is the
spacing between the layers of atoms. If Bragg's law is satisfied, strong diffraction peaks are
observed at particular angles, which are known as characteristic of specimen. Crystalline phase
of material can be identified by examining the diffraction pattern. The average distance between
the particles is evaluated by small angle diffraction, while wide angle diffraction helps in
defining the atomic structure of nanocomposites. The diffraction lines width is related to the size,
size distribution, defects and strain in nanocrystals. The loss of long-range order relative to bulk
broadens the line width, as a result, the size of nanoparticles decreases. The XRD line width is
useful to evaluate the size of nanoparticles through Debye-Scherrer formula:
D=

0.9λ
𝛽cos𝜽

Where D is diameter of nanoparticle, λ is wavelength of light, 𝜽 is Bragg's angle, and 𝛽 is full
width half maximum of the peak [41].
We performed the powder X-ray diffraction to obtain the structural information, and phase
identification. The XRD patterns were recorded by using JXPERT-PRO X-ray diffractometer
(KTH, X-ray Lab, Stockholm Sweden) operated at 45 kV and 40 mA with Cu-Kα radiation (λ=
1.5406Å).
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2.2.2 Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM)

SEM is a standard technique for direct imaging of micro and nanostructures, due to high
resolution and fast imaging process [42].
SEM is a versatile instrument to observe surface morphology, shape and size of particles at
nanoscale. The SEM utilizes a focused beam of electrons to scan the surface of the specimen and
produces large numbers of signals. These signals are eventually converted to visual signal on
cathode ray tube to form the image of specimen under investigation. Image formation in SEM
mainly depends on the interactions of signals generated by electron beam and specimen. These
interactions are categorized as elastic interactions and inelastic interactions [43].The deflection
of electron beam by the atomic nucleus or outer shell electrons of specimen causes negligible
loss of energy on collision, resulting elastic scattering. Elastically scattered electrons through an
angle of more than 90° are called as back scattered electrons (BSE). The BSE provide useful
signals for imaging the specimen. During inelastic interactions, the incident electron beam loses
part of its kinetic energy in activating the electrons or exciting the atoms of specimen [38-40].
Consequently, secondary electrons (SE) are generated with energy less than 50 eV. The SE
generated near the surface of sample can only escape from a region within a few nanometers of
the material surface, and can easily be collected. As the beam position can accurately be marked
with SE, so they provide the topological information of the specimen with good resolution [38,
39]. In addition to SE, a variety of other signals are also generated when electron beam impinges
on the specimen, including Auger electrons, x-rays emission, cathodoluminescence. In figure 2.5
few interactions are illustrated.
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Fig. 2.5: Illustration of several signals generated by electron and sample interaction in SEM

The working of SEM starts with an electron gun made of tungsten filament. The schematic
diagram of SEM is shown in the figure 2.6.

Fig. 2.6: A schematic simplified diagram of SEM [44]
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An electron beam generated from an electron gun (cathode) is accelerated towards an anode. The
potential difference between cathode and anode is usually at some 10 kV, depending on the type
of analysis and nature of material. The main requirement in SEM system is to produce a stable
electron beam with small spot size, high current, small energy dispersion and adjustable energy.
Therefore, to manipulate or control the electron beam, magnetic lenses are used in SEM. The
electron beam first passes through an electromagnetic condenser lens which converge the beam
into a relatively parallel stream. Below the condenser aperture, electron beam diverges, and a
second condenser lens called as objective lens is used to control the electron beam. Object lens is
the most important lens in SEM; it focuses the beam on the surface of specimen. Objective lens
controls the spot size (diameter of electron beam) on the sample surface. The diameter of
electron beam defines the image resolution. The smaller the diameter, the better the resolution.
When the electron beam impinges on the surface of a sample, it only provides the single spot
information that is excited by the electron beam. In order to form an image, the probe spot
should move over the surface place by place. Therefore, scanning coils are used to raster the
electron beam on the surface of a specimen. After the interaction of electron beam with specimen
surface, SE are released from the surface which are detected by scintillated photomultiplier
system, and eventually provide the image of the object [38-40].
2.2.3 Two- Probe IV-Measurements

To determine the Power factor (PF) of prepared TE thin films, we collected data on Seebeck
coefficient, conductivity, and power factor by using two probes setup.
First the contact prepared of silver paste on both sides of thin films, as can be observed in figure
2.7(a, b). Before applying the silver paste on samples, it was properly shaken to obtain a uniform
distribution of Ag-film as a connector.
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(b)

(a)

Fig.2.7 (a) Large substrates with Ag paste contacts

(b) Small substrates with Ag-paste contacts.

Typical 2-probe setup of Keithley Tektronix Company at Nano-chemistry lab, KTH was used to
evaluate the thermal properties of p-type and n-type TE thin films. The setup is shown in the
figure 2.8(a, b). Samples were suspended between two copper blocks with heat sink grease of
uniform thickness over the blocks. Peltier is mounted to Cu1 block and connected to power
supply. The internal structure of Peltier is such that it has several p-type and n-type legs
connected with each other. When the current is supplied to Peltier it converts the input current
into heat/cold, therefore, Cu1-block with Peltier is considered as hot body. The other Cu2-block is
kept at constant ambient temperature and is considered as the cold body. Thin TE films are
placed between these Cu-blocks to be able to perform temperature dependent power factor
measurements.

Fig 2.8 (a) Two-point probe setup and (b) overview of setup
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Two thermocouples called as channel 1 and channel 2 are connected on both sides of sample (but
not directly on thin film). The channel 1 is fixed at ambient temperature while channel 2 is at
variable temperature. Then two probes are placed on two ends of Ag-pasted connectors of thin
films. The leads of probe are connected with source meter. First the electrical conductivity is
measured by using probes, and then Seebeck coefficient is measured by heating copper block
Cu1 and simultaneously measuring the generated temperature difference (∆T) and thermoelectric
voltage.
In our experiments, device resistance for both n-type and p-type TE thin films was calculated
initially by increasing 1°C temperature difference for the range of 0-6°C as compare to ambient
temperature. Temperature difference 10°C and 20°C were also applied to observe the effects on
thin films conductivity at higher temperatures.
2.2.4 Fourier-Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FT-IR)

FT-IR is a non-destructive technique which gives the qualitative and quantitative analysis of
unknown materials with fast data collecting and scanning speed. In IR-spectroscopy, infrared
radiation pass through a sample, some of the IR radiations are transmitted and some are absorbed
by the sample. IR radiation within wavenumbers range from 4000 cm-1 to 500 cm-1 is selectively
absorbed by the material molecules and is converted into their oscillatory energy. The resulting
spectrum depicts the molecular transmission and absorption, by producing a fingerprint of a
sample. No two compounds can produce the exact same IR spectrum because each material has a
unique combination of atoms. The spikes on IR graph provide the information about the nature
of bonding and functional groups present in the sample. Polarity determines the strength of a
peak. The more polar a molecule is, the stronger the spike is [45]. In order to analyze our films
through FT-IR, we first peeled off film and made a powder to make KBr pellet. The pellet was
used in FT-IR to identify the covalent bonding between our synthesize NPs and PVDF.
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Chapter 3

Results and Discussion

Initially TE-thin films from MW processed ink were fabricated by adding PEG (Mw = 600 Da,
and 1500 Da), and by changing different parameters. These TE-films were not thermally stable.
The resulting painted films are shown in the figure 3.1.

Fig.3.1 (a) Film with PEG 600

(b) Film with changing parameters

(c) Films with PEG 1500

Consequently, the PEG polymer was replaced with PVDF to fabricate thermally stable TE-thin
films via doctor blading, and these films are characterized in this chapter.

3.1 Scanning Electron Microscopic (SEM) Analysis
Figure 3.2 and 3.3 exhibit the representative SEM images of the n-type and p-type TE thin films
respectively, in order to examine the micro and nanostructures. SEM micrographs indicate the
layered nano-plates of both TE thin films which demonstrate a hexagonal structure with an
average planar dimension of ~1µm and thickness around 50 nm. The contours of the overlap
between the nano-plates in the images could be observed distinctly in part (c) of the figures 3.2
and 3.3. The nano-structured materials are of particular interest which significantly contributes in
enhancing the TE properties of TE materials. There is a tradeoff between electrical conductivity
and thermal conductivity. By reducing thermal conductivity and enhancing the electrical
conductivity, a considerable improvement in power factor (PF) of the materials could be
achieved. The introduction of nanostructures with several grain boundaries increases phonon
scattering. Consequently, it contributes to reduce the thermal conductivity. The lower grain size,
sufficient densification reduces thermal conductivity and increases the Seebeck coefficient and
electrical conductivity. On the other hand, electrical conductivity of a material could also be
enhanced by increasing the number of charge carriers by different doping. The transport of the
charge carriers in a material substantially increases the electrical conductivity.
The morphology of Bi2Te3 is largely influenced by the methods of preparation, rate of reaction
and structure modifying agents. Thermodynamically, Bi2Te3 prefers to grow in 2D morphology
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due to its anisotropic bonding nature. Therefore, the expected shapes of Bi 2Te3 are nanorods and
nanotubes, as reported in the literature [46]. However, we did not observe such types of
morphology in our experiment. It may be due to the rapid rate of formation of Bi2Te3 during MW
synthesis which produces hexagonal nanoparticles. In our work, reaction completed in 2 min, so
the appearance of small nano-plates was expected, due to the presence of TGA as a size
controlling agent during the reaction.
(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig 3.2(a) large overview of n-type TE film surface; (b) zoomed in location for more detail,(c) further zoomed in
location to view nano-plates structure

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig 3.3 (a) large overview of p-type TE film surface; (b) zoomed in location for more detail, (c) further zoomed in to
view nano-plated structure in TE thin film

SEM images in figure 3.2 and 3.3 clearly indicate micro and nano-scale porosity in TE thin films
prepared by Dr. Blading. The Seebeck coefficient and thermal conductivity could be affected by
porosity in samples which could be favorable for thermoelectric applications. The scattering of
charge carrier (electrons) and phonons may happen at the pore sites or at the grain boundaries
which may reduce the thermal conductivity of nonporous structures and it leads to enhance the
value of power factor. However, in this work we did not measure thermal conductivity for
technical difficulties. Also, nonporous structures could lead to improve the Seebeck coefficient
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due to energy filtering effects. More specifically, the scattering of low energy electrons by
passing through a finite barrier may enhance the Seebeck coefficient as claimed in literature [47].

(a)

(b)

Fig.3.4 (a) SEM micrographs of TE NPs with 50% PVDF and (b) with 5% PVDF

Polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) is the most popular polymer, owing to the excellent mechanical
strength, good electrolyte affinity, chemical and thermal stability [48]. PVDF is widely used as a
binder in Li-ion batteries electrodes. It requires N-methyl-2-Pyrrolidone (NMP) solvent for its
processing[49]. From this we built idea to utilize PVDF polymer as a binder of NPs in doctor
blading process. In order to observe the appearance of PVDF with NPs, we conducted Dr.
Blading with 5%, 15% and 50% PVDF in our samples. The SEM images for three different
PVDF percentages are illustrated in figure (c) of (3.2, 3.3), & 3.4 (a, b). The water jelly
appearance of (50%) PVDF is distinctly observable with NPs in figure 3.4 (b). PVDF exhibits
three major phases: α, β and γ-phases. XRD results are often used to determine the phases of
PVDF. In addition, a Fourier Transformed Infrared (FT-IR) spectrum of PVDF also provides
valuable information about its structure, and bonding. We have also investigated the FT-IR
spectra of PVDF with NPs in order to verify the binding of polymer with NPs.
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3.2 X-ray Diffraction (XRD) Analysis

(a)

Fig. 3.5 (a) XRD pattern of Bi0.5Sb1.5Te3 nanopowder

(b)

(b) XRD pattern of Bi2Te3 nanopowder

XRD patterns of the as prepared bismuth antimony telluride and bismuth telluride samples are
shown in the figure 3.5. All the diffraction peaks obtained from XRD are well matched with
hexagonal phase. XRD pattern identifies, the diffraction peaks (105) have 2θ = 28.19°, d (Å)
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=3.1722 and 2θ = 27.64°, d (Å) =3.2243 for Bi0.5Sb1.5Te3 and Bi2Te3 respectively. This is exactly
according to Bragg's law that increasing θ decreases the interplanar spacing. Also the higher θ
results in a lower lattice constant a. So, we conceived the higher amount of antimony in our
samples will shrink the lattice constant a. We have identified the lattice constant of Bi0.5Sb1.5Te3
and Bi2Te3 as 4.300Å and 4.386Å respectively, which illustrates the reason of the peak shift of
Bi0.5Sb1.5Te3 towards higher 2θ in comparison to Bi2Te3 peak (105).

3.3 Fourier -Transform Infrared Spectroscopic Analysis
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Fig. 3.6 FT-IR spectra of (a) PVDF, (b) NMP and (c) Bi2Te3 film

Figure 3.6 exhibits FT-IR spectra of PVDF,NMP and Bi2Te3 film with 15%PVDF. As for PVDF
polymer (Fig.3.6-a), the vibration bands at 3471 cm-1 is attributed to -OH stretching vibration of
polymer [50]. The small range peaks at 3030 cm-1 and 3013 cm-1 are considered as SP2 C-H
vibrations. At frequency of 1406 cm-1 appears to be vibration of -CH2-groups. The vibration
bands at 1204 cm-1and 1075 cm-1 relates to symmetrical and asymmetrical stretching of CF2,
respectively [51]. The large number of characteristics bands at 884, 765, 615 cm-1 could be
assigned to α-phases of PVDF while at 843 cm-1 can be β-phase PVDF polymer [52], or it might
represent the nanomaterials surface chemistry as the nano-particles made in organic medium.
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In figure 3.6 (b), a distinct strong and broad elongated "U" shaped peak at 3517 cm-1may belongs
to -O-H stretching of alcohol group in NMP solvent. The bands at 2973 cm-1, and 2926 cm-1
involve SP3 C-H stretching of Alkyl group [50]. The sharp peaks at 1655 cm-1and 1109 cm-1
describe C=O stretching vibrations of carbonyl groups (R2C=O) and symmetrical stretching
vibration of N-C bonds in CH3-N-C groups respectively, characteristics for the confirmation of
NMP organic solvent [53]. The bands at 1304 cm-1 and 1309 cm-1 are due to C-O bonds while
vibrations at 990 cm-1 and 1407 cm-1 are due to =C-H bending and -CH2-groups [53].
As inorganic materials could be observed in FT-IR, therefore the fig.3.6 (c) does show the Bi2Te3
spectra and it illustrates the combined spectra of PVDF and NMP used in our thin film
fabrication. The vibration at 3495 cm-1 could be assigned to N-H stretch of Amine groups [50].
The peak at 1404 cm-1 is attributed to -CH2- group vibration which is common peak for both
NMP and PVDF. The characteristics of NMP are quite obvious with C=O stretching of carbonyl
groups at 1666 cm-1 [53]. However, binding of polymer with NPs could be confirmed with the
presence of PVDF at vibration bands of 1049 cm-1and 1100 cm-1 (asymmetric stretching of CF2)
and 836 cm-1 (γ-phase PVDF) in as prepared thin films [52].

3.4 Transport Properties
The average resistance of nanomaterials for n-type and p-type films were 44.65 kΩ and 26.63 kΩ
respectively, and an ohmic behavior can be observed in I-V curves in figure 3.7 (a,b).

S= ΔV/ΔT

Fig. 3.7 (a) TE transport data for n-type Bi2Te3 thin film
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S= ΔV/ΔT

(b) TE transport data for p-type Bi0.5Sb1.5Te3 thin film

Seebeck coefficients were calculated for both n-type and p-type TE thin films. The calculated
values for n-type was - 46.12 µV/K, and for p-type 157.04 µV/K.
The electrical conductivity values were 0.60 S/m for Bi2Te3 thin films and 1.214 S/m for
Bi0.5Sb1.5Te3 thin films. The product of electrical conductivity with square of Seebeck coefficient
provides the power factor (PF = S2σ) which is the main factor to measure the TE materials
performance, as summarized in table 2.

Table 2: TE transport data for n-type and p-type TE materials at 300 K

Seebeck has reasonable values, yet the resistance is increased dramatically because of the
presence of non-conductive polymer and organic solvent. The enhancement in resistance causes
the degradation in electrical conductivity. This may be due to the fact that the porosity in our
samples, as observed in SEM images, may lead to create large number of pore sites and causes
strong charge carrier scattering. Furthermore, the enhancement in Seebeck value and reduction in
the phonon thermal conductivity may not be large enough to overcome the electrical
conductivity deterioration in nano-porous TE films. This suggests that the electrical conductivity
of fabricated films needs to be improved for better power factor i.e. energy conversion values.
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Chapter 4

Conclusions

Microwave assisted method was developed to synthesize n-type and p-type TE NPs based on the
Bi2-xSbxTe3 system with stoichiometry (x = 0,1.5). The resulting NPs powder was characterized
by SEM and XRD to identify the morphology and structure of the NPs. These synthesized NPs
were further utilized to fabricate TE thin films by using Dr. Blading method. The surface
modification of TE nanoparticles were performed with N-methyl-2-pyrrolidone as an organic
solvent and polyvinylidene fluoride as a binder before casting into hybrid TE thin films on glass
substrates.
A homogenous and stable TE thin film of n-type and p-type NPs were successfully fabricated on
glass substrates with pre-determined aspect ratios. The strong binding of NPs was confirmed
with FTIR to identify the presence of functional groups of PVDF and NMP in fabricated TE thin
films. Thermoelectric films were also fabricated without PVDF(stabilizer), nevertheless,
cracking effects on films were observed, which made inevitable usage of PVDF. 15% PVDF was
an optimum level for fabricating TE film by Dr. Blading. Film fabricated in this way is a novel
idea which makes homogenous and stable film. This was examined by fixing and removing Cutape on film and the resulting film remained unaffected.
The transition from n-type to p-type at x = 1.5 were observed through transport evaluation of thin
films. Finally, the highest Seebeck coefficient values of 157.04 µV/K for p-type and -46.12
µV/K for n-type were obtained. Power factor obtained were 1.284×10-3µW/mK2 for n-type film
and 2.974×10-2µW/mK2 for p-type films. This easy, fast and feasible fabricating process may be
scaled up to develop materials on large scale for TE devices.
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Chapter 5

Future Work

The degradation in electrical conductivity of fabricated TE films could be controlled by synthesis
of some NPs with high electrical conductivity. A conductive ink such as graphene may enhance
the transport properties of TE films. To identify the P-N transition in different NPs systems and
fabricating devices with these materials could be an interesting project work. Moreover, the
utilization of some suitable solvent and reducing the thickness of film may produce the high
performance of the materials and device. Another possibility to mix the present NP with another
NP with higher electrical conductivity to enhance the PF. Finding suitable conductive polymer is
another option.
The difficulty in measuring thermal conductivity of films, a heat controlling system and a
measurement model could be designed. The AFM with heat analysis may be an appropriate
choice in this concern. In near future, we may perform TEM analysis on these films and also
design process to measure porosity in our samples. Last but not least, TE device fabrication on
the basis of n-type and p-type legs may be designed on flexible substrate and device performance
may be examined.
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